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CALL FOR A QUOTE 
Mark G. Salzer

Office  920.887.4282

Green Valley Enterprises is a not-for-profit  
agency that serves people with disabilities  
of all ages.  

The Manufacturing Group has been helping 
businesses with their subcontracting goals 
since 1968.

We are committed to long term relationships 
with our customers by providing:

n  80 - 100 experienced employees
n  Flexible scheduling to accommodate 
    deadlines 
n  30,000 sq. ft. production floor  
n  Pick-up and delivery
n  Competitive pricing and turnaround times

Manufacturing Capabilities

www.gveinc.org

Supported By

United Way
of Dodge County



SPECIALIZATION
Packaging   The subcontracting group has 
extensive experience in efficient packaging 
procedures to meet industry standards. GVE can 
handle packaging projects on a small or large 
scale.

Assembly  GVE has several customers that rely 
on our assembly abilities,
including electrical
assemblies and light
mechanical sub-assemblies.

Light Manufacturing 
We have an array of  light manufacturing equip-
ment and skilled employees that are adept at 
using the equipment safely and efficiently.

Mail and Bindery  GVE is
experienced in mailing and 
bindery processes including 
building literature kits, and  
adding inserts to magazines 
and other direct mail pieces.

Fulfillment  GVE offers cost 
effective fulfillment solutions to precise cus-
tomer requirements. Our fulfillment customers 
appreciate subcontracting certain products or 
markets that allow their business to focus on 
mainstream processes. 

Green Valley 
Manufacturing
Every manufacturing project assists Green 
Valley’s mission to train people with physi-
cal and cognitive disabilities for inclusion in 
community employment.

“Green Valley has always done a fantastic 
job providing us with exactly what we 
need and lending their expertise to com-
plete a project. Green Valley is open to our 
scheduling requirements and they priori-
tize their projects to keep turnaround time 
fast while keeping quality consistent.”
	 Ethan	Jeffries
 Project/Supplier Quality Engineer
 Enerpac
  

“GVE has been a vendor to Vollrath/Luitink 
since 2006. They have done an outstand-
ing job for us in terms of quality, delivery 
and customer service.   The bottom line: 
We consider them to be one of our “TOP 
Suppliers”.
 Dan Kollatz, Quality Manager
 Vollrath/Luitink

SERVICES
Hand Assembly Gluing Hand Packing 
Electrical Assembly Taping Shipping
Riveting Stapling Receiving
Tapping Banding Shrink Wrapping
De-burring Sealing Bagging
Drilling Folding Stamping

Your Success Is Our Success
Green Valley Manufacturing operates under the 
realization that business customers have quality 
expectations, pricing considerations and real-world 
timelines. It is our promise to work with customers 
to meet their business goals and create successful 
partnerships.


